
We're so happy to announce that
we will be showcasing at the UK
Jewellery Festival at the London
Metropole Hotel on 5-6th
September for the very first time!

We plan on bringing all of our
jewellery...Silver, Gemstones, Charles
Harvey, Little Dollie, everything! By
September we will have so many
new items to show you, and can't
wait to hear what you think.

How many of you will be attending?
Let us know and we will keep and
eye out for you.

We're
showcasing at
the Jewellery
Festival!

Strawberry Quartz is the newest addition to our gemstone
collection, having introduced this into bracelets, earrings and
bracelets. We love this stone as much as our customers!

Strawberry Quartz is a very rare variety of Quartz and was first
discovered in 1970. It's named Strawberry as it has speckles of
'strawberry red and pink' giving it the classic strawberry look. It's
said to be very beneficial for healing, love and compassion!

Customers receive a little card informing them of their gemstone,
we think this is really important! We can't wait to find out what
next month's gemstone of the month is!
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Our featured stockist this month is Straicroft
Jewellers in Louth.

Established in 1978 by Phillip Striacroft, this
Lincolnshire jewellers specialises in high-end
jewellery, watch repairs, gold and diamonds.
Now run by Phillip's son Oliver, Striacroft
relocated to their new shop last year in the
centre of Louth and has become even more
popular since. They have stocked Dollie for
around 6 years, always choosing a variety of
different jewellery from new in items to our
classic favourites!

Visit their store at 17 Market Place Louth, or visit
their website
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The past few weeks we've introduced lots of new jewellery!
We've introduced new stacks, all of which have been very
popular, including the Celestial Stack, Family Love Stack and
the best selling Strawberry Stack! 

We've also introduced new earrings such as the Celestial
Chain Earrings and Strawberry Quartz Hoops, the perfect
match to some of our new stacks!

New jewellery introduced!

This is just a quick reminder that we
have a new address, just incase you
need to return or exchange anything:

31 Alexandra Road, Cleethorpes,
DN35 8LF

Reminder


